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The COVID-19 outbreak does not only have an impact on human health, but it also impacts other
aspects of human life, including the education sector (Huang et al., 2020). In many countries,
health authorities' recommendation forced the education sector to find an alternative to face-toface delivery methods. The e-learning implementation during the COVID-19 outbreak is crucial.
Because of how long the COVID-19 outbreak will last, nobody can confirm that the learning
process should be undisrupted in the case of disruption.
E-learning is defined as "learning experiences in synchronous or asynchronous
environments using different devices (e.g., mobile phones, laptops, etc.) with internet access"
(Huang et al., 2020). E-learning is an internet-enabled teaching method. It is considered as a new
innovative approach in delivering education (Huang et al., 2020; Pham et al., 2018). E-learning
gives students options of time, place and pace in pursuing their education.
Before the COVID-19 outbreak, e-learning has been quite popular. Many universities had
moved their focus survey in the US in 2015 showed that the number of students taking online
classes is increasing from 3,7% to 3.9%. One in four students takes at least one online course in
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one year. Sixty per cent of academic leaders consider that e-learning will be essential for long term
growth (Chakravorti & Chaturvedi, 2019). Experts have predicted that the 'residential based
model" of learning will disappear in the near future (Shachar & Neumann, 2010). There are many
indications that e-learning will keep increasing as many other internet advanced applications are
used in the process (Pham et al., 2018).
However, one primary concern is the effectiveness of e-learning. Previous studies proved
that e-learning is effective. There are no significant differences in course scores, student
engagement, and student satisfaction between online and offline learning methods (Manion, 2019).
This claim is proven by the majority of academic research (Chakravorti & Chaturvedi, 2019).
However, most of the studies of e-learning were targeted students who had the intention to pursue
their education online. During COVID-19, students are forced to have e-learning. Are there any
concerns about e-learning effectiveness?
The author has conducted several studies on e-learning and people wellbeing during the
COVID-19 outbreak. One study on e-learning showed that the critical factors that influence elearning satisfaction are the quality of service, how useful and easy the system used in e-learning
perceived by students (Dwidienawati, Abdinagoro, Tjahjana, Gandasari et al., 2020). During the
beginning of e-learning implementation, the student satisfaction rate is only slightly satisfied.
Students like e-learning include flexibility, accessibility, less time consuming, and more relax
(Dwidienawati, Bramatoro et al., 2020). However, e-learning has some drawback such as lack of
interaction, feeling isolated and highly dependent on internet connection. A study from similar
authors revealed that around 33% of students and lecturers were unsatisfied with their performance
from e-learning (Dwidienawati, Abdinagoro, Tjahjana & Gandasari, 2020). Approximately 63%
of students found it challenging to follow e-learning program (Gandasari & Dwidienawati, 2020).
As a result, more than 80% of students prefer face-to-face learning to e-learning (Dwidienawati,
Bramatoro et al., 2020).
Before COVID-19, e-learning seemed like a new innovative approach to replace face-to-face
learning. However, the recent studies from during the COVID-19 outbreak, the full shift learning
approach to e-learning showed major drawbacks of the 100% implementation. It is highly
dependable to the internet is one issue. Even in the big cities, the internet connection is still not
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stable, which will lead to disturbing the learning process. Second, e-learning has offered a lack of
interaction and connection among students and lecturers. As a social creature, the human being
needs to have a connection with others. The internet-based connection, such as Zoom and Google
meet, cannot replace the need for 'feel and touch'. With e-learning, students and lecturers cannot
build a close relationship. With e-learning, some soft skills such as public speaking, presentation
skill, reading non-verbal cue are not learned. Third, both lecturers and students are not sure about
the effectiveness of e-learning.
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